Game Rules

Historical Background
Once dubbed “the Bride of the Desert”, Palmyra (also known as Tadmor) was a vital stop for caravans
crossing the Syrian Desert.
It was built on an oasis lying approximately halfway between the Mediterranean Sea in the west and the
Euphrates River east, and thus helped connect the Western world with the Orient. The city began to attain
prominence in the 3rd century BC, when a road through it became one of the main routes of east-west trade.
The language of Palmyra was Aramaic. The Tariff of Palmyra is a famous bilingual Greek and Palmyrene
inscription from the third century AD, the longest known in the Palmyrene version of Aramaic, which lays
down prices for commodities from slaves to oil and perfume. It was the proceeds from this trade that enabled
the inhabitants to build Palmyra’s great temples to Bel, Baal Shamin, Allat and other eastern deities, its long
colonnaded street, monumental arch and theatre.
Palmyra was made part of the Roman province of Syria during the reign of Tiberius (14–37 AD). It steadily
grew in importance as a trade route linking Persia, India, China, and the Roman Empire. In 129, Hadrian
visited the city and was so impressed that he proclaimed it a free city and renamed it Palmyra Hadriana. In
217, Emperor Caracalla made Palmyra a colonia, which meant exemption from paying taxes to the empire.
The 2nd and 3rd centuries were the golden age of Palmyra, when it flourished through its extensive trading
and favoured status under the Romans.
Palmyra’s trade began to diminish in the early 3rd century AD, when the Persian Sassanids occupied the
mouth of the Tigris and Euphrates and closed the caravan road that passed through Palmyra (227).
The rise of the aggressive Sasanian Empire combined with the weakness of the Roman Empire forced the
Palmyrene council’s decision to elect Septimus Odaenathus as Lord for the city. Odaenathus stayed on the
side of Rome, assumed the title of King and led the Palmyrene army against the Persians before they could
cross the Euphrates to the eastern bank, inflicting upon them a considerable defeat. For these achievements, he
was rewarded many exceptional titles by the Emperor: in 255, Odaenathus was appointed Governor of Syria
Phoenice, based in Palmyra. Five years later, he was made Governor of the entire East.
In 266 Odaenathus and his eldest son were assassinated. Power fell to his infant son, but Odaenathus’
wife, Zenobia, became the effective ruler. Some believe she was the one who hired the assassin. The ambitious
Zenobia was half-Greek and half-Arab (or possibly half-Jewish) and claimed to be descended from Cleopatra.
She was exceptionally intelligent and an eloquent speaker of Palmyrian, Greek and Egyptian and attractive. In
her court were philosophers, scholars and theologians.
Queen Zenobia was an effective ruler and her armies conquered most of Anatolia (Asia Minor). However,
in reaction to Roman Emperor Aurelian’s campaign in 272, Zenobia declared her son Emperor and assumed
the title of Empress, effectively provoking Palmyra’s secession from Rome. After heavy fighting; the queen
was besieged in her capital and captured by Aurelian. She was sent to Rome, where she was paraded in golden
chains as Emperor Aurelian’s trophy. There are two stories of Zenobia’s last days: she either lived comfortably in
Rome in a villa provided for by the emperor or she starved or poisoned herself to death.
Aurelian spared the city and stationed a garrison of 600 archers, led by Sandarion, as a peacekeeping force.
In 273 Palmyra rebelled under the leadership of Septimius Apsaios, declaring Antiochus (a relative of Zenobia)
as Augustus. Aurelian marched again against Palmyra, this time razing it to the ground and seizing the most
valuable monuments. Palmyrene buildings were smashed, residents massacred and the Temple of Bel pillaged.
After these events, Palmyra was reduced to a village and it largely disappeared from historical records for the
following 300 years.
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Central Board
The central board depicts a portion of modern Syria, Iraq
and Turkey and is divided in seven different regions. Each
region features a number of available actions to players.
Additionally, the board features a turn tracker, a score tracker
and a number of slots to accommodate Improvement tiles.
The game lasts 9 turns broken down in three Eras
consisting of 3 turns each (Era I in yellow, Era II in green
and Era III in brown colours).

Players take the role of rich merchants based in Palmyra.
They will increase in power and prestige by expanding their
trading routes and by contributing to the political and
religious life of the city.
In the game, a merchant’s success is measured in Prestige
Points (PP). The winning merchant is the one who has
scored the most PP at the end.
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Personal boards are just for your convenience so that you
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your potential score. In case you have acquired more stuff
than the board can accommodate, just place the additional
parts nearby your board.
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Resources
There are four types of resources in the game (also called
goods in this rulebook): wood and stone (basic goods),
marble and gold (advanced goods). Resources are a key
ingredient of the game and are used to build the Temple and
the Tower as well as to fulfil King’s Missions, acquire Rare
Goods and buy Improvements.
Unless specified differently, when you are required to pay
one resource (or good) you can discard to the general reserve
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Tower
Building the Tower is an important element of the game
as it allows scoring points both throughout and at the end of
the game.
Players start with the 0 tower card to signify they have no
tower levels built at this time. When they build new levels
they will place one tower cube on the card for each level
built. The cost for building is indicated on the card itself and
depends on which of the two actions available on the board
are used.
When the Tower reaches a height of 5 levels, a player will
flip his tower card showing the 5 levels tower side and then

2

resume adding cubes to the card until the new 10 levels
tower card becomes available and so on.
There is no limit to the number of levels a Tower can reach
although it is rare to exceed the 20 levels in any game.
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Rare Goods
Rare Goods come in nine different types, depending on
the region where you travel to fetch them: the South Sea
(grey goods consisting of Glass bottles, Incense and Myrrh
sourced from Egypt and the Roman Empire), the area North
of the Euphrate valley (yellow goods consisting of Jade, Ivory
and Porcelain sourced from Anatolia) and the area South of
the Euphrate valley (red goods consisting of Silk, Perfume
and Oils sourced via the Persian Gulf ). Rare Goods are not
considered resources and are not stored in the warehouse.
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Improvements
Improvements represent trading and diplomatic skills,
technologies, political influence and other unique elements
that increase the value of the actions at your disposal during
the game.
Initially only Era I Improvements are available on the
board. After the first three game turns, all Era I unpurchased
Improvements are replaced by a complete new set of Era II
Improvements. Later, all remaining Era II Improvements are
replaced with Era III Improvements.
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of 2 woods, 2 stones, 1 marble and 1 gold. Players
after the first, will get additional goods as follows:
• 2nd player: a choice of either one additional wood
or stone
• 3rd player: a choice of either one additional
marble or gold
• 4th player: a choice of either one additional wood
or stone plus either one additional marble or gold
All goods are placed in the warehouse space on the
player’s personal board.
8. In reverse order of position each player chooses one
of the four game start era I Improvements available
in the game. Any remaining starting Improvement is
returned to the box.
9. Now shuffle the remaining Era I Improvement tiles
and randomly place the required number of tiles
face up in the assigned slots on the board. There are
6 slots in a 2 player game, 8 slots in a 3 player game
and 10 slots in a 4 player game. Any remaining Era I
Improvement is returned to the game box.
10. Shuffle the King’s Mission cards and deal 2 cards to
each player. Place the remaining deck face down on
the corresponding slot of the board.
11. Then each player places his PP indicator on the PP
track on the 10PP space.
12. Place the Turn Indicator on Turn 1.

1. Unfold the game board. Use the front side for a 3 or 4
player game. Use the back of the board for a 2 player
game.
2. Stack the temple cards in different piles organised in
this order from top to bottom: basement, colonnade,
roof and statues.
3. Place the 7 Marauders card face down in the
corresponding slot on the board.
4. Sort out the Rare Goods according to their colour
and remove 2 Rare Goods of each type in a 2 player
game or 1 Rare Good per type in a 3 player game.
Then organise the Rare Goods in three separate stacks
according to their colour. Shuffle and place each pile
face up in the corresponding areas of the board.
The resulting stacks should be
In a 2 player game: Each stack containing 6 Rare Goods with 2 of each type
In a 3 player game: Each stack containing 9 Rare Goods with 3 of each type
In a 4 player game: Each stack containing 12 Rare Goods with 4 of each type

5. Select the first player randomly and give him the First
Player pawn.
6. Each player, in order, chooses a colour and takes 3
camels and 2 ships of that colour together with one
personal board and the level 0 Tower card.
7. Each player receives an initial set of goods consisting
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Now you are ready to play the first turn of the game.

Marauders Stage
The player who selected a Marauders card in the previous game
turn will now reveal that card. All camels and ships in the affected
region are removed (unless they have some form of immunity).
Then the revealed Marauders card is moved to the region
under attack slot on the board replacing the Marauders
card previously placed there (if any) which is returned to the
Marauders deck.
Finally, the player who currently has a camel on the
Marauders action can return this piece to his personal
reserve and secretly select one Marauders card from the deck
placing it face down in front of him. The card in the region
under attack slot cannot be chosen.
If no player has taken the Marauders action then
Marauders will not be in play in the next turn. Marauders
will only appear in the turn after the one when a player has
selected the Marauders action.

Note: for experienced players, we recommend using a
slightly different setup sequence. In step 8, in reverse order
of position, each player takes one Era I Improvement of
his choice without being limited to the four Improvements
marked as game start. Then you shuffle the remaining Era I
Improvement tiles and randomly place the required number
of tiles face up in the assigned slots on the board (eventually
these may include Improvements marked as game start).
This modified setup provides more freedom and variety in
the initial positioning of players.

Game Turn Sequence
Each game turn is composed of these four stages:
Placement Stage
Marauders Stage
Resolution Stage

Resolution Stage
You can now proceed to resolve all other actions. Immediately
after you have resolved an action remove the camel/ship placed
there and return it to the player’s personal reserve.

Turn End Stage
Each player receives one play aid card which summarises
the game turn sequence.

symbol
As explained later, actions marked with the
can be resolved at any time during the Resolution stage. All
other actions are resolved in this specific order:
1. Improvement phase actions
2. Construction phase actions
3. Kingdom phase actions

Placement Stage
Starting with the player with the First Player pawn and
proceeding in clockwise order, each player must place
one camel or one ship on one free action slot on the
board (note: in the rest of this rulebook a camel or a ship
is also called a piece or, collectively, pieces). Round slots
accommodate camels, rectangular slots accommodate ships.
Some locations present a round/rectangular slot meaning
that this location can accommodate either a camel or a ship.
In any case, each slot can accommodate only one piece of
the corresponding type.

A round slot can

Note: Experienced players tend to resolve most of the actions
of the Resolution stage simultaneously and revert to the
resolution order below only in case of disputes. We encourage
your group of players to follow this best practice and resolve
as many actions as you can simultaneously as this reduces
the play time dramatically. Almost all actions can be played
in parallel without any particular concern. For example,
you can build a piece of the Temple without waiting for
another player to build his Tower.

A rectangular slot A round/rectangular slot

accommodate one

can accommodate

can accommodate either

camel

one ship

one camel or one ship

Improvements Phase

Players now resolve the four Improvements slots in the
indicated order on the board. Starting with the 1st slot, a
player can spend resources to acquire one Improvement
from those available on the board. The cost depends on the
current game Era (1 resource in Era I, 2 resources in Era II
and 3 resources in Era III).
A player who has occupied more than one slot can acquire
as many Improvements as the number of pieces he has placed,
however the resolution order must always be respected.

Players proceed this way, continuing with the placement of
camels and ships until all available pieces have been placed.
If at any point one player is left with no pieces to place, the
play skips to the next player with available pieces.
Important note: When placing a camel or a ship you do
not resolve the corresponding action. Actions are all resolved
during the Resolution phase that takes place after all
players have placed all their pieces. The Marauders action is
resolved during the Marauders stage.
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Construction Phase

Kingdom Phase

Now all players can use the actions for building the Temple,
for building the Tower, fulfilling King’s Missions and for
acquiring Rare Goods. In case of controversy on the order
how actions are resolved, follow the play order at the table.

During the Kingdom phase there are two actions that always
take place without requiring players’ pieces being placed on the
board and independently from which region is under attack by
Marauders. These are: Tower’s Prestige and Taxman.

Tower - There are two slots available for this action:
in one you can build multiple tower levels by
spending wood and stones for each level built; in
the other you can build series of two tower levels
by spending wood and marble. The exact cost for building
depends on the height of your tower, the higher it gets the
more expensive is to build additional layers. When building
two tower levels passing from one cost band to the next, you
always use the lowest cost.

Tower’s Prestige – This action is automatically
triggered during the Kingdom phase. Identify
the player with the tallest Tower at this point of
the game and, in case he owns one or more of
Improvements I16, I17, I35 and I36, award him any PP
provided. In case two or more players can claim the tallest
Tower than none of them receive the PP.
Taxman – The Taxman claims a payment in
gold during Era II and III. Any player who has
a piece placed on the Taxman action is exempt
from paying taxes. All other players must pay the
required number of gold or lose prestige points as indicated.

Example: you are building the 9th, 10th and 11th level of
your tower using the “build one tower level” action. This
will cost you a total of 7 stones (2 each for levels 9 and 10
and 3 stones for level 11).

War Supplies – This is the only action on the
board that can be taken by placing either a ship or
a camel. The player who takes this action scores as
many PP as the difference between the number of
his tower levels and the number of tower levels of the lowest
Tower in the game. If the player taking the War Supplies
action has the lowest Tower, then he scores nothing.

Example: you are building the 5 and 6 level of your
tower using the “build two tower levels” action. This will
cost you 1 wood and 2 marble.
th

th

Traitor – the player who takes this action can
destroy tower levels of one of his opponents who
has at this moment the same or more tower levels
than he has. The number of levels destroyed depends on the
current Era in the game (none in Era I, 1 level in Era II and
2 levels in Era III)

Example: player A has a tower made of 15 levels, player B of
11 levels and player C of 7 levels. Player B has taken the War
Supplies action and will score 4PP (11 levels minus 7 levels).
First to play – the player on this action receives the
First to play pawn and, in addition, gets one basic
resource of his choice.

Temple - When you resolve this action you can build
one and only one part of your Temple by paying the
indicated cost in resources and replacing the current
Temple card on your board (if any) with the next level
one. The old card is returned to the general reserve. A Temple
is composed of four parts and must be built in a well-defined
order: basement, colonnade, roof and statues. After you have
built a complete temple then you can start a new one.
Two Temple actions are available on the board. The one in
Palmyra will provide you with a King’s Mission card when
building the Temple; the one in Ebla does not.

Anytime

The following actions can be resolved at any time during
the resolution phase.
Take resources - Collect as many resources of
that type as indicated for the current game Era
and place them in your warehouse. Resources
are mostly located on the east and west sides of the board
(North Sea, South Sea and Euphrates) and are more
effectively collected by ships than camels.

Rare Goods - Pay the required number and type
of resources and take the Rare Good on the top of
that pile. Acquiring a grey Rare Good in the South
Sea costs 3 golds; acquiring a yellow Rare Good in
the Euphrates costs 5 stones and acquiring a red Rare Good
in the Euphrates costs 5 woods.
Deliver

Peace Gifts

12

K3

The Sasanian
Empire intends to
wage war against
my kingdom.
Deliver these gifts
to Ardashir I and
let’s hope for peace.
Return to get the
next temple part

2

1

4

King’s Missions - A player with a camel in a
King’s Missions slot can
• Either draw one new King’s Mission card to his hand
• Or spend resources to fulfil one King’s Mission
from his hand

•
•
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Market - Two Town Market actions are available
on the board. With the one in Palmyra you can
exchange multiple times during the resolution
phase of your turn
1 basic good (wood or stone) for 1 advanced good
(marble or gold)
1 advanced good (marble or gold) for 2 basic goods
(woods or stones in any combination)
With the one in Ebla you can exchange multiple times
during the resolution phase of your turn

•

1 basic good (wood or stone) for 1 advanced good
(marble or gold)
At Ebla, you cannot exchange advanced goods (marble or
gold) into other goods

Example: if you have taken the Town Market action
you may exchange some stones for marble in order to
build the Tower during the Construction phase and then
exchange some wood for gold to pay the taxman during
the Kingdom phase.

Caravan - When resolving this space, you can add
one more camel to your reserve.
To be eligible to receive your fourth camel you
must have either a Tower of at least 5 levels tall or 2
King’s Missions on your board. To be eligible to receive your
fifth camel you must have either a Tower at least 10 levels
tall or 4 King’s Missions on your board or a Tower of at least
5 levels tall plus 2 King’s Missions on your board. For this
purpose, King’s Missions may be either fulfilled and face up
or returned and face down.

The goods you receive in exchange are immediately
spendable, however they are not tradable again in the
current turn. You use the Traded Goods area in your
personal board to temporarily distinguish all traded goods
from the ones still available for trading. It is important that
you keep all traded goods in this separate area as a reminder
that you cannot trade them again in the current turn. In
the Turn End stage you will be allowed to move the traded
goods back into your Warehouse.
When you have to pay a cost in resources you can use
goods either in your Warehouse or from the Traded Goods
area or any combination of the two.

Shipyard - With the shipyard action you can add
one more boat to your reserve. To be eligible for
receiving your third ship you must have collected
a set of three different coloured types of Rare
Goods (one grey, one yellow and one red).
To be eligible for receiving your fourth ship you must have
collected two such sets of Rare Goods (two grey, two yellow
and two red). Which Rare Goods you have acquired is
irrelevant, only the colour counts.

Example: you cannot use the Town Market to exchange 1
marble for 2 woods and then use the Town Market again
to convert the just acquired woods into 2 marbles. The just
acquired woods are in the Traded Goods area and are not
available for further trading. However these woods will be
available for paying costs.

Peace Gifts - You immediately score as many PP
as indicated on the board. The exact number of PP
you score depends on the current Era.

When you exchange one advanced good for two basic ones
you can choose two of the same type or one of each type:
for example you may trade 1 gold for 1 stone and 1 wood;
or you may trade the same gold for 2 stones

Turn End Stage
Move all your goods from the Traded Goods area to your
Warehouse.
Now, players must be left with no more than 8 resources
in total or discard the excess.
Time advancement – advance the turn indicator by one
step on the track.
When entering a new Era, each player scores 2 PP for each
tower level he has built.
Then, all remaining Improvements on the board are
discarded and new Improvements for the new Era are
randomly drawn and placed on the board (6 Improvements
in a 2 player game, 8 in a 3 player game and 10 in a 4 player
game). Any Improvement left is returned to the box.

You can never trade a basic good for another basic good or
an advanced good for another advanced good
for example you can never trade a gold for a marble.
King’s Missions
Discarding a King’s Mission from your hand for a resource
of your choice is also considered a trading action. Therefore
this action can be carried out at any point during the
Resolution stage. The resource obtained in exchange, if not
spent immediately, goes into the Traded Goods area and is
not tradable in the current turn.
Example: you cannot discard a King’s Mission for one gold
and then trade this gold on the Town Market for 2 stones.
You will have to keep the gold in the Traded Goods area.

Clarifications

Having a fulfilled mission on your board represents an
obligation of the King to return a favour to you later in the
game. During the indicated phase of the Resolution stage,
you may decide to claim the one-off benefit indicated on the
card: you take the benefit and move the King’s Mission card
face down to the return area of the board. Returned Mission
will count half points at game end.

Markets
When trading resources by using the Town Market
or trade Improvements, you exchange resources from
your Warehouse for other type of resources, making as
many exchanges as you like at different points during the
Resolution stage. Remove your camel from the Town Market
action only when you have finished with all your trades.
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Temple
The first player to complete a Temple immediately
acquires two Rare Goods for free, while the second player to
complete a Temple acquires one free Rare Good.
These Rare Goods must be taken from the top of the Rare
Goods stacks on the board i.e. they cannot be chosen at will.
The first player completing the Temple may draw two Rare
Goods on the top of the same stack if he is willing to do so.
Because more players may complete the Temple and/
or acquire Rare Goods in the same turn, the order of how
these actions are resolved may be particularly important.
Remember that during the Construction phase, actions are
resolved according to the play order at the table.

personal board should be made visible to all players at all times.
Resources and tower cubes are unlimited in number; if you
run out of pieces just record on paper how much each player
should have. All other game components are limited in number.
Discarded King’s Mission cards are kept in a separate
discard pile on the board. If the deck of King’s Mission cards
is depleted, shuffle the discarded cards and form a new deck.
Two-players game
In a two-player game there are a few different actions to
take when setting up the game.
At setup you choose the back of the regular board showing
a reduced number of actions and six slots for Improvements.
You discard the following Improvements which are not
symbol
used in the two-player game as indicated by the
printed on their back: I7, I12, I13, I15, I17, I22, I25, I26,
I31, I32, I36, I45, I46, I48
All other play rules remain the same.

Example: the Red player has just built the temple statues;
he is the first to complete a Temple and he chooses to pick
one Silk tile from the top of the red Rare Goods stack and
one Porcelain from the top of the yellow Rare Goods stack.
The Green player is positioned on the yellow Rare Goods
action and was hoping to acquire Porcelain too but he is
now offered with the next yellow Rare Good tile underneath
Porcelain. Had the Green player resolved his action before
Red he would have acquired his chosen Rare Good.

Game End
At the end of the third turn of Era III, the game is over.
The final scoring is calculated for each player by adding
the PP already scored on the board plus:
• 2 PP for each tower level you have built
• PP from fulfilled face up King’s Mission cards
• Half PP from returned face down King’s Mission cards
• PP from the Temple parts you have built
• as many PP from sets of Rare Goods as indicated below
• bonus PP given by bonus Improvements of Era III
There are 9 different types of Rare Goods in the game. Sets
of different Rare Goods provide points at the end of the
game as follows:

Also note that a new part of a temple always replaces the
old one which is returned to the general reserve.
Example: you have just built the Temple Roof replacing
the 13PP Temple Colonnade card which is returned to the
general reserve. The total PP value of your temple has now
increased from 13 to 25 points.
Improvements
Improvements have effect immediately in the same turn
when they have been acquired.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
good goods goods goods goods goods goods goods goods
5 PP 10 PP 15 PP 25 PP 35 PP 45 PP 60 PP 75 PP 90 PP

Example: if you have just acquired the Improvement that
increases the number of woods you acquire with a ship
(I10) and it just happens that you have a ship in the North
Sea on a wood location, then you will receive one more
wood when resolving that action.

Example: you have 6 Rare Goods in total. 5 different Rare
Goods (35PP) and a duplicate (5PP). Rare Goods provide
you with 40PP in total.

However, Improvements that relates to the Marauders stage will
have effect in the Marauders stage of the following game turn.

The winner of the game is the player with the most PP. In
case of a tie, the tied player who has more Rare Goods is the
winner. If there is still a tie then the game is a draw.

Example: you have just acquired Improvement I26. In the
next game turn you will receive 1 gold and 1PP if you will
be the one player revealing the Marauders card.
When paying a cost in resources, these are returned to the
general reserve. When you are requested to destroy a tower
level, then any destroyed tower cube is returned to the general
reserve as well, and the tower card is exchanged, if needed.
When paying a cost in PP these are deducted by moving
your player indicator backwards on the PP track. If you go
negative on the PP track then make a separate note of how
many negative points you have.
The number of camels, ships, and the content of your
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Strategy Tips

Complete
Game Turn Example

Development Lines
The Tower provides prestige points during the game and
can boost your scoring significantly; however, building costs
increase the more levels you build and it is a strategy open to
opponents’ attacks.
Acquiring Rare Goods is key to get additional ships but
you must time your purchases very well to get the different
sets of goods.
King’s Missions are very versatile: they are worth a good
number of prestige points at game end but also carry a oneoff benefit that can result crucial at a certain time.
Finally, building the Temple is a slow way of adding
prestige points but can give you a dramatic boost when you
manage to complete its construction.
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Fulfilled
Build

King’s
Mission
CARAVANSARY

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

King’s Mission

Fulfilled
King’s Mission

Temple

Tower

Caravan traffic is
increasing sharply
and they need
shelter and supplies.
Build a new
caravansary close
to the city.
K16

C

Return to get five
resources

1

B

5

+

3

10

15

+
25

35

45

E
60

75

90
Returned
King’s Mission

A

Warehouse
Turn End Stage: maximum
8 resources here after traded
goods have been transferred.

Traded Goods

D

Turn End Stage: transfer
all traded goods to your
warehouse.

It is a 2 player game.
This is the blue player board.
At the start he received the trading Improvement
converting stones into gold A.
In his first turn blue acquired a grey Rare Good B and
fulfilled one King’s Mission C.
He is left with 1 marble and 2 woods D and 1 King’s
Mission E

Improvements
Improvements are an efficient way to accelerate the
development of your trading business and it will be almost
impossible to build a winning strategy without accumulating
a good number of them. As you explore the game you will
learn how to use the many combinations together.
Some Era III Improvements can boost your final scoring if
you satisfy the indicated conditions.

Fulfilled

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

King’s Mission

Fulfilled
King’s Mission

Temple

Tower
Tower

0
1
2

Trading
Trading is a critical element of this game because it allows
you to be more versatile in using your resources as well as to
boost their number.
Your starting Improvement will give you an initial skill in
trading a basic good for an advanced one. During the game
you will want to do more either by acquiring additional
trading Improvements or by using the Town Market action.

3

+
5

10

15

1
1

+
25

35

45

1
2

G

60

75

4
5

J

90

K

Returned
King’s Mission

F

H

Warehouse
Turn End Stage: maximum
8 resources here after traded
goods have been transferred.

I

Traded Goods
Turn End Stage: transfer
all traded goods to your
warehouse.

L

Follow this example to see how trading could be useful:
you have the initial Improvement that allows you to trade
stones into gold 1:1; later you acquire the Improvement
that allows you to trade gold into wood or stone at 1:2 rate.
In one turn you collect 3 stones with your ship and convert
them into 3 golds. In the following turn you trade the 3
golds into 6 stones. You have doubled the amount of stones
in one turn. Cool, isn’t it?

This is the red player board.
At the start he received the trading Improvement
converting wood into marble F.
In his first turn red built 3 levels of the Tower G and
acquired one Improvement H which allows him to receive
any tower level which is a multiple of 5 for free.
red is left with 1 gold and 2 woods I and 2 King’s
Mission cards J.
He is the first to play K and has chosen the Marauders card L
red and blue are now ready to play their second game turn.

Marauders
Often is a good idea to place your pieces in the same
region where the player who selected the Marauders in the
prior turn is placing his pieces. Unless he is planning a trap,
he is likely to place his camels and ships in “safe” regions.
Because the Marauders card in the region under attack slot
cannot be chosen by the player who just took the Marauder
action, it means that this Region is always “safe” in the current
turn. In other words, it can never happen that Marauders
attack the same region of the board in two consecutive
game turns. So, at least one region is always “safe” to play.

Note: to help explaining how Marauders work we are
assuming that Marauders attacked the Euphrates region
during the first turn. In a real game the Marauders will not
be in play in the first game turn (no player has a Marauders
card to reveal).
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Score Tower
Draw era II
Improvements

Placement Stage
marauderS Stage
• Place camels and
• Identify region
ships
attacked by
Marauders (if any)
• Resolve the
Marauders action

reSolution Stage
Improvements phase
Construction phase
Kingdom phase
Anytime

turn end Stage
• Move traded goods to
warehouse
• Discard excess goods
• Advance to next turn

/

4
Traitor: destroy
Higher tower

Peace Gifts

+1 +2 +3

3

+3 +3 +4

Score Tower
Draw era III
Improvements

-

War Supplies:
score difference
with Lowest tower

coSt to acquire

2

3

1 2

Draw OR Fulfill
one King’s Mission

+1 +2 +2

1

Build the Temple AND
Draw one Mission card

3
Town Market

2

+
+2 +3 +3

+

1st

Shipyard

+1 +1 +2

+1 +1 +2

Acquire one
Improvement

x2

5
+1 +1 +2

2

Award Tower’s
Prestige

1
+3 +3 +4

Build 1
Tower Blocks

Taxman

+1 +2 +2
3rd

Pay

2nd
Acquire one
Improvement

3

Acquire one
Improvement

I

II

III

-

-1

-2

-

-4

-6

+ +

Build 2
Tower Block

Caravan

1

Marauders
Euphrates

x5 x10 x5
x1

+2 +3 +3

?

Pay

5

Pay

5

5

+2 +3 +4

2

4

+1 +1 +2
Level 1-5

Peace Gifts

x1

x1

x2

OR OR AND

Level 6-10

x2

x2

x2

Level 11-?

x3

x2

x3

x2 x4 x2

Placement Stage
1 Starting with red, players alternate placing pieces on
the board until they run out of pieces: red places a camel
on the “build two tower levels” action in the Damascus
region. He is keen to raise his tower taking advantage of
his tower Improvement. Remember that red knows where
the Marauders will attack

All camels and ships placed
in this region are removed
(exceptions apply)

Now blue suspects that the Marauders may attack the
South sea and be left with no stones. He places a camel on
the Town Market action to do trading if needed

3

With wood secured, red is now sure he will build
the Tower and selects the Caravan action to claim an
additional camel when his tower will reach level 5

4

Blue decides to take the “marauders” action in order to
create trouble next turn for red

Blue is on a different strategy, he is focusing on
Missions and Rare Goods. He starts by sending a ship
in the South sea to collect stones. He has the ability to
convert stones into gold, so this seems a sensible move

4

Red places a camel on the “buy Improvement” action.
He will be the first to choose an Improvement this turn.

5

1

Red sends his last piece to collect gold in the Euphrate
region

5

2

Finally blue places his camel on the “buy
Improvement” action. The Placement stage is over

At this point, blue knows that the Euphrates region is
safe (the corresponding Marauders card is displayed face
up in the region under attack space of the board) and
that Damascus and Palmyra are probably safe (red has
placed pieces there) and so he sends a ship to fetch a Rare
Good in the Euphrates region

2

Marauders Stage
Red reveals his marauders card which is, in fact, South
sea. The blue ship there is removed and returned to the
blue player’s reserve. The South Sea Marauders card is
placed on the region under attack slot and the Euphrates
Marauders card is returned to the Marauders deck.

Red sends a ship in the North sea to collect wood.
He will need it to build the Tower and, also, his starting
Improvement allows him to convert wood into marble.

3

Now blue can take the Marauders deck and choose one
Marauders card for next turn. Blue cannot take the South
sea card on the board and therefore the Marauders will not
attack the South sea again.

4

10

Resolution Stage
Now players start resolving actions in parallel. One possible sequence is:
Red

Blue

Red takes 2 golds then he stops as he wants to buy an Improvement
before taking wood.

2

3

Red spends 1 wood to buy the Improvement I10 that provides one
more wood when collecting wood with a ship.

1

3

5

3

5

2

Red collects 4 woods.

3

Blue spends 1 wood to buy the Improvement I5 that provides 2PP
when fulfilling a mission.

5

8

Build

Blue uses the Town Market to convert 1 wood into marble and 1
marble into 2 stones. Then he returns his King’s Mission K16 to claim
3 stones and 2 marble.

3

CARAVANSARY
Caravan traffic is
increasing sharply
and they need
shelter and supplies.
Build a new
caravansary close
to the city.

1

1

2

1
5

8

Build

CARAVANSARY

K16

Caravan traffic is
increasing sharply
and they need
shelter and supplies.
Build a new
caravansary close
to the city.

3

K16

Return to get five
resources

Return to get five
resources

1

3

1

3

Now Blue acquires the yellow Rare Good by paying 5 stones.

2

3

2

Red has other stuff to do. He uses his trading improvement to
convert 2 woods into 2 marbles, then pays one wood and 2 marble to
build the tower level 4 and 6 (level 5 is free thanks to his I14 tower
Improvement).

1

3

Red can now resolve the Caravan action and claim one additional
camel.

4

No player has selected actions taking place in the Kingdom phase. The Tower prestige is not assigned as no player has tower
prestige Improvements. Also the Taxman does not demand a payment in Era I.
The Resolution stage is over.
Turn End Stage
Now blue moves his non-tradable marble into his warehouse. No player has more than 8 goods in the warehouse, so nothing
is discarded.
The turn indicator moves to the third turn of the game.
Fulfilled

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

King’s Mission

Fulfilled
King’s Mission

Temple

Fulfilled

Tower

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

Fulfilled

King’s Mission

King’s Mission

Temple

Tower
Tower

5
6
7

1
2
5

10

+
15

+
25

35

45

+
60

75

3

90

5

10

15

+
25

35

45

2
2

2

60

75

9
10

90

Returned

Returned

King’s Mission

5

8

King’s Mission

2

Warehouse
Turn End Stage: maximum
8 resources here after traded
goods have been transferred.

Warehouse
Turn End Stage: maximum
8 resources here after traded
goods have been transferred.

Traded Goods

Traded Goods

Turn End Stage: transfer
all traded goods to your
warehouse.

Turn End Stage: transfer
all traded goods to your
warehouse.

This is the Blue board at the end of Turn 2 		

And this is the Red board at the end of Turn 2
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Appendix - List of
Improvements and
Missions

Example: your tower is level 8, you use the “build two
levels” action and spend 2 stones and 2 marbles to get level
9 and 11, level 10 is free.
Example: your tower is level 16 and one of your opponents
use the Traitor action to destroy 2 levels, you go down to
level 14 and then immediately receive level 15 for free

Improvements available
at the game start
I1, I2, I3, I4 - You can trade
wood or stone in exchange for
marble or gold as indicated.
Similarly to the Town Market you
can make as many trades as you
wish and the goods you receive in
exchange are not tradable again in
the current turn

I16, I17, I35, I36 - If you have
the highest Tower during the
Kingdom phase you score as many
PP as indicated. All bonuses are
cumulative
Improvements based on
the King’s Missions
I5, I19 - You receive the indicated
number of prestige points every
time you fulfil a King’s Mission.
All bonuses are cumulative

Other Trading Improvements
I6 - You can trade PP for goods as indicated,
limited to receiving maximum one basic good
and one advanced good in each game turn. The
goods you receive in exchange are not tradable
again in the current turn
I23, I24 - You can trade gold
or marble for wood or stone as
indicated. Similarly to the Town
Market you can make as many
trades as you wish and the goods
you receive in exchange are not
tradable again in the current turn

I20 - Every time you fulfil a King’s Mission you
spend two resources less for completing this action

Improvements based on Rare Goods
I8, I27 - You receive the indicated number of
prestige points every time you acquire a Rare
Good using one of the actions on the board.
When you receive a Rare Good for free per effect
of the Temple or of a King’s Mission, you receive
1 prestige point only. All bonuses are cumulative

Improvements that provide
more resources
I10, I11, I12, I13, I29, I30,
I31, I32 - Each time you collect
that type of resource with a ship,
you get one more resource of that
type. All bonuses are cumulative

I9 - Once per turn, when one of your pieces is
on an “acquire Rare Goods” action, you can
complete this action spending 4 PP rather than
paying in resources. You cannot go negative on
the scoring track when doing this.
I28 - Every time you acquire a Rare Good you
spend two resources less for completing this action

Improvements based on the Tower
I18 - You can build the Tower without spending
wood (but you still have to pay any remaining
cost left).

I43 - Every time you acquire a Rare Good you
can choose which one you want to buy from the
corresponding stack. After you have acquired that
Rare Good, reshuffle the tiles and form a new stack

Example: you are building the 7th and 8th
levels with the “build two levels” action which
costs 2 wood and 2 marbles; you will pay 2
marbles only.

Marauders Improvements
I7 - If you are the player who revealed the
Marauders card this turn, then your pieces
placed in the region under attack are not
removed

I14, I15 - You receive any tower level which is a
multiple of 5 for free.
Example: your tower is level 3, you use the
“build one level” action and spend 1 wood
and 1 stone to get level 4, then you get level
5 for free, then spend 2 stones to get level 6.
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I25 - If you are the player who revealed the
Marauders card this turn, then you score 3
prestige points if there is at least one opponents’
piece removed from the region under attack

I48 - You can take one of the actions available
during the Kingdom phase (taxman, war supplies,
first to play). You decide which action to complete
at any time during the kingdom phase (this
cannot be the same action you have already
taken on the board). If another player has taken
the “first to play” action on the board, these
actions are resolved according to the order of play.

I26 - If you are the player who revealed the
Marauders card this turn, then you receive 1
gold and 1 prestige point

Example: you have taken the war supplies action on the
board, you cannot take war supplies action again with your
private action Improvement

I45 - Your pieces are immune to the Marauders
i.e. when the Marauders card is revealed, your
pieces placed in the region under attack are not
removed

Example: your opponent has taken the “first to play”
action on the board and you want to mirror that action
with your private action Improvement. Because he is
ahead of you in play order, he takes the first to play pawn
together with a basic good; then you take the first to play
pawn and a basic good

Private actions Improvements
Private actions represent actions that are only available
to the player owning the corresponding Improvement
and are unaffected by the Marauders. Private actions
become immediately active after having been purchased.
As indicated by the camel/ship symbol on the left side
of the tile, you move the camel/ship used to acquire this
Improvement from the board onto the tile. In the following
Placement stages you can re-activate the private action by
placing one of your pieces on the Improvement tile instead
than on the board. During the Resolution stage, the owning
player removes the camel or ship placed there to resolve the
corresponding action.
I21, I22 - You can trade resources as in the Town
Market. You can make as many trades as you
wish and the goods you receive in exchange are not
tradable again in the current turn. Remove the piece
on this Improvement after you have completed all
your trades.
I37 - You can perform the Temple action to
build one part of the Temple and gain 3 prestige
points for doing that.
A player may take the normal “build temple”
action on the board as well as his private temple
action and by doing so, build two parts of the
Temple in the same turn. This private action
provides no King’s Mission card.
I47 - You can take one of the actions available
during the Construction phase (build the Tower,
acquire a Rare Good, fulfil or draw a King’s
Mission, build the Temple or be the Traitor).
You decide which action to complete at any time
during the construction phase (this could be the
same action you have already taken on the board).

Final scoring Improvements
I38, I39, I40, I41, I42 - You
will score 12 prestige points
at game end if you satisfy the
indicated conditions. Ties do not
provide points
Example: with Improvement I41,
if you have completed one Temple
and another player has done the
same, you score no points.
Remember that the score of King’s
Missions is given by the face value
of fulfilled King’s Missions plus
half face value of returned King’s
Missions
Miscellaneous Improvements
I33 - You can store 12 resources rather than 8 in
your warehouse at the Turn End stage

I34 - Every time you build a part of the Temple
you spend three resources less for completing the
action
I44 - When you resolve a “peace gifts” action you
collect double the number of prestige points.

Example: game is in Era III, you have taken the Traitor
action on the board and decide to take the same action with
your private action Improvement – you destroy 4 tower
levels of one of your opponents or 2 tower levels to each of
two different opponents

Example: the game is in Era III and you have
occupied with your pieces both “peace gifts”
spots. You collect 14 points.
I46 - You are immune to the Taxman i.e. you
are not required to pay 1 gold in Era II and 2
golds in Era III
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The Sasanian
Empire intends to
wage war against
my kingdom.
Deliver these gifts
to Ardashir I and
let’s hope for peace.

1

4

2

12

ESTABLISH
a New Trading Post

K5

My kingdom needs
to establish a new
trading post.
Reach the port of
Ugaritm, sail to
Cyprus and make
contact with
the locals.
Return to get the next
additional ship

2

2

2

10

my Royal Tomb

4

12

ESTABLISH
a New Trading Post

My kingdom needs
to establish a new
trading post.
Reach the port of
Ugaritm, sail to
Cyprus and make
contact with
the locals.
Return to get the next
additional ship

2

Build

1

K7

Our Royal architect
has completed the
drawings of my
Royal Tomb.
Ensure he receives
all supplies needed
for the construction
work.

2

2

2

12

Build

my Royal Palace

Our Royal architect
has completed the
drawings of my
Royal Palace.
Ensure he receives
all supplies needed
for the construction
work.

Return to immediately
build three tower levels

Return to immediately
build four tower levels

3

3

3

10

Build

The City Wall

10

Build

The Royal Fleet

K10

Return to move Marauders
to a different region

2

4

8

ESTABLISH
a New Trading Post

2

8

ESTABLISH
a New Trading Post

My kingdom needs
to establish a new
trading post.
Reach the land of
Pharaoh Khafra
and make contact
with the locals.
K11

My kingdom needs
to establish a new
trading post.
Reach the land of
Pharaoh Khafra
and make contact
with the locals.
Return to get the next
additional camel

1

1

2

Build
The New City Market

Return to get the next
additional camel

1

8

K13

Our city needs
a new market square.
Ensure that all
construction
materials are
delivered on time.

Return to use the town
market this turn

3

K12

4

1

1

K3,K4 - Once fulfilled, this mission
can be returned in the Construction
phase to get the next level of the
Temple. If you already have a
completed temple, then you can get
the basement of a new one

1

K14

3

8

Build

CARAVANSARY
Caravan traffic is
increasing sharply
and they need
shelter and supplies.
Build a new
caravansary close
to the city.
Return to get five
resources

1

K5,K6 - Once fulfilled, this mission
can be returned at any point to get
the next additional ship. Note that
if you use this mission to get your
3rd ship, then, to get your 4th ship
via the Shipyard action, you will
still need 2 sets of different coloured
types of Rare Goods

3

10

Build
Statue

I want a statue
demonstrating my
power and majesty
to all travellers
entering the city.
Supply the needed
construction materials
and I will be grateful
to you.

Return to get the
basement of a new temple

1

K7,K8 - Once fulfilled, this mission
can be returned in the Construction
phase to immediately build the
printed number of tower levels

4

8

Defend
The King

My brother Hakmek
Absud is conspiring
to take the Crown.
Supply me with new
men and weapons
before a civil war
is triggered by my
coward brother.
Return to destroy three
tower levels of an opponent

2

K9,K10 - Once fulfilled, this
mission can be returned in
the Marauders stage, after the
Marauders card has been revealed,
to change the region attacked by the
Marauders. Now you choose another
region among those available in the
Marauders deck and place this one
in the region under attack slot

Welcome
New Traders

6

I have received
messengers from a
distant land who are
interested in
trading with us.
Entertain them and
establish a long
lasting business
relationship.

1

Caravan traffic is
increasing sharply
and they need
shelter and supplies.
Build a new
caravansary close
to the city.

The King

Return to get five
resources

6

New Traders

I have received
messengers from a
distant land who are
interested in
trading with us.
Entertain them and
establish a long
lasting business
relationship.
Return to draw two
new King’s Missions

1

1

8

Advise

2

8

Advise
The King

Your wisdom and
experience are
precious to me.
From now on you
are appointed
as my personal
advisor.

K11,K12 - Once fulfilled, this
mission can be returned at any point
to get the next additional camel.
Note that if you use this mission to
get your 4th camel, then you will
still need to satisfy the highest prerequisites to get your 5th camel

CARAVANSARY

Caravan traffic is
increasing sharply
and they need
shelter and supplies.
Build a new
caravansary close
to the city.

Welcome

Return to draw two
new King’s Missions

1

CARAVANSARY

Return to get five
resources

4

I will not allow a
gang of thieves to
put our trading
activities in danger.
Supply the
materials to build
a new fleet.

Return to move Marauders
to a different region

1

3

K9

I will not allow a
gang of thieves to
put our trading
activities in danger.
Supply the
materials to build
a new city wall.

2

K8

2

Return to get the
next temple part

K6

Return to get the
next temple part

Return to get two
improvements

Your wisdom and
experience are
precious to me.
From now on you
are appointed
as my personal
advisor.

Return to place three
pieces instead than one

1

2

Return to place three
pieces instead than one

1

1

8

Advise
The King

K13 - Once fulfilled, this mission can be
returned at any point during the resolution stage
to use the Town Market action as if you had
placed one of your pieces there.

2

The King

Your wisdom and
experience are
precious to me.
From now on you
are appointed
as my personal
advisor.

Return to get one unavailable
improvement (era I or II)

1

2

14

2

Return to get one unavailable
improvement (era I or II)

1

1

2

K21, K22 - Once fulfilled, this
mission can be returned in the
Construction phase to draw two
new King’s Missions from the
corresponding deck. Remember
that in case of conflict between two
players on who should draw cards
first, it is the play order that counts
K23, K24 - Once fulfilled, this
mission can be returned in any of
your turns of the Placement stage to
place up to three of your pieces on
the board rather than one.

1

8

Advise

Your wisdom and
experience are
precious to me.
From now on you
are appointed
as my personal
advisor.

K18

Peace Gifts

Our rivals have far
better machines
than us.
Travel to the far
west lands and
bring me the best
man of science
you can find.

K17

12

Deliver

K3

The Sasanian
Empire intends to
wage war against
my kingdom.
Deliver these gifts
to Ardashir I and
let’s hope for peace.

A Man of Science

K22

Peace Gifts

8

Find

K14 - Once fulfilled, this mission can be
returned in the Marauders stage, after the
Marauders card has been revealed and pieces in
attacked region have been removed, to swap one
of your camel or ship with one of your opponents.
The swapped pieces must be the same type i.e. a
camel for a camel or a ship for a ship
K15 - Once fulfilled, this mission can be
returned in the Improvements phase to get two
Improvements from those available on the board
at no cost. This action is performed after all the
other players (including yourself ) have acquired
their Improvements in accordance with the order
indicated on the board
Build
K16, K17, K18 8 Build
8
Once fulfilled, this
mission can be
returned at any point
during the resolution
stage to fetch five
2 2
3 1
resources of any chosen
type. These resources
are not tradeable
K19 - Once fulfilled, this mission can be
returned in the Construction phase to get the
basement of a new Temple. This Temple can be
built in parallel to your other Temple still under
construction (if any). Remember that normally
you should complete a Temple before you can start
constructing a new one
K20 - Once fulfilled, this mission can
be returned in the Construction phase to
immediately destroy three tower levels of one of
your opponents. Remember that in case of conflict
between two players on who should build/destroy
the Tower first , it is the play order that counts

K26

12

Deliver

4

2

K15

2

2

K16

2

Return to swap
two pieces

K19

Return to get one
rare good

K1,K2 - Once fulfilled, this mission
can be returned in the Construction
phase to immediately fetch one Rare
Good from the board. The player
picks up a stack, takes the Rare Good
he is interested in, reshuffle the pile
and return the stack to the board.
Remember that in case of conflict
between two players on who should
get the Rare Good first, it is the play
order that counts

K20

My daughter has
been kidnapped by
King Enmerkar
of Uruhk.
Go to Gilgamesh
and deliver these
goods in exchance
for her freedom.

K4

4

my Daughter

K21

Return to get one
rare good

10

Rescue

My son Adis Balai
will take the
lead in all my
commercial affairs.
Take him with you
and coach him
as if he were
your son.

K23

K1

My daughter has
been kidnapped by
King Enmerkar
of Uruhk.
Go to Gilgamesh
and deliver these
goods in exchance
for her freedom.

my Son

K25

my Daughter

K2

10

Rescue

8

Coach

K24

King’s Missions

1

K25, K26 -Once fulfilled, this mission
can be returned in the Improvements
phase to get one of the Improvements
of Era I or II not currently available
on the board. If the game is in Era I
you can choose one Era I Improvement
among those not drawn at the start.
If the game is in Era II or III you can
choose one Era I or II Improvement
among those not drawn

